
 

HALLOWEEN OUTING (CEFANI) – 18 TO 20 OCTOBER 2019 
Hosts – Zimmerman Family 
 

So, after lots of chatting, arranging and excitement, the Halloween Camp Out is over.... 

Our first attempt at 'Hosting'....Date Set....tick, Venue...tick, Theme...tick.... 

Remembering our Year to Date Camping Theme's....this was going to be a hard act to follow. But, in true 

Laager 18 Style camp out 19th and 20th October 2019 – Halloween, was a Blast. 

 

Friday arrived at last and as each family arrived, seeing each other was exciting.  We welcomed new 

campers being, Shawn and Madalein with their twins, Ashley and Hannah and sister Jocelyn. Madalein's 

sister and her husband, Bevan and Chantel and their 2 fur children also joined. Shawn, Bevan and Chantel 

are 'experienced' campers, but this was a new experience for Madalein and their daughters. 

 

Friday night appeared to have the normal welcoming hype with the fire burning and a cold beer being 

enjoyed with happy chit chat.  While 2 and 4 legged children ran around and having fun, along comes a 

camper in true Hooligan style, with a dust cloud behind and 'Boom' she makes her grand entrance with most 

holding their breath and wondering if her trailer hitch would survive.....Ta Daa....Lindsey has landed... 

It wasn’t long before the 'pre brew tasting' began, leaving a few casualties quietly heading for their camps. 

We had our usual 'midnight' entertainers with one taking central stage (again) with her version of 'Dames' on 

top of her voice at 2 am....need I say another word, that cost her during 'fine time' but, a good laugh was had. 

 
Saturday mornings 'lie in' was interrupted with the fur children having their turn, bringing out a couple of 

not so happy faces... but the fur children thoroughly enjoyed 'their time'. 

A few appeared with sunglasses shading themselves from the sun, which hadn’t really even risen properly 

yet.  Zim, Tim, Dave, Gillian and Connor set out to catch the big one, returning well after lunch time with 

empty fishing bags and wet bums, with only Connor being the proud fisherman. 

This proved too much for someone who left without his partners in crime to have another attempt in landing 

the big one, boasting his success via whatsapp pics and earning his award as fisherman of the week end. 

Well done for the effort Tim. 
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Shawn and Madalein had a birthday party for their twins 9th birthday with more little guests arriving. They 

followed through with the Halloween theme and lots of joy and excitement was had. 

 

The dressing up of tents and humans had begun.  The camp area being transformed into a mini 'Ghost 

Town...tents decorated with spiders, graves, bats and pumpkins, the fun had started.  We had a blond witch, a 

zombie, 'orange being the new black' walking pumpkins, an attempt of the Grim Reaper, whose costume 

didn’t fit, a scary clown, cute scary princesses, a horrible looking zombie patient, a little Thing 1, Dracular, a 

Deer and the Hunter, a cowboy and his very 'quiet Zombie, a cute little pirate, a witch who was offering 

Uber transport to nowhere...with a couple of happy passengers. 

 
Just have to mention the mad rush by a crowd of little monsters for 'Trick or Treat, amongst the treating, the 

trick of a missing snake occurred, the Monsters left with bags of treats which would make a Dentist a Rich 

man. 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

Then que's of a different kind formed, the tasting of the prepared brews....some really excelled with this task, 

the brews proved to be a mixtures of horrible looking grog enough to scare the zombies back to their graves, 

but nice enough to bring the monsters back for 2nds and 3rds leaving some getting louder and others getting 

quieter, a true sight to behold. Thank goodness we were in the 'Bush' even the Monkeys thought it best to 

leave us alone. Neighbouring campers even sent one of their kids to check on us out with a drone, he got 

such an eye full, he lost control of the drone which crash landed on the hosts shooter table, causing spillage 

of precious fluid.....he and the drone was out  there quicker than he planned. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Sunday morning had a slow start with many having the 'after party look' and some appearing from their tents 

with sensitive eyes and looking like real live Zombies. And so we congratulated each other on a successful 

outing enjoyed by all with quite a bit of cash made via the fine box. Hopefully our new campers were not 

scared off and will join us again. 

 

Please think of Bevan and Chantel, they had a break in at their home when they got home with great loss of 

items and damage to their home. Chantel were attacked by a Pitbull while walking her dogs, the Wednesday 

after their happy camping week end. Roxy and Klippies, the two jack russels were also attacked. Roxy, sadly 

passed away after attempts to save her. Klippies is healing after being stitched up and Chantels hands were 

badly injured. We feel for them both and wish Chantel a speedy recovery. 

 

ps. 

Chairman, I hope this Newsletter is not edited and the full letter is printed, as you can see, it took a long time 

to finally hit the Press..... 

Remember.... Camping Life is Beautiful, Grab the opportunity while you can. 

 

God Bless and take care. 
 


